he means Hugutio of Pisa) and "The Catalogue of Aldhelm", focuses largely upon the later, derivative catalogues of Papias, Hugutio, etc., not on the extant passages from which they are derived. ReiVerscheid's edition exhibits as the main text Hugutio, a fact which ReiVerscheid points out elsewhere in the edition but which has escaped some scholars, and prints as well a number of catalogues without much help in evaluation or classi cation. His apparatus is so confusing that Finch misread the abbreviations and believed that the texts in question came from Isidore of Seville's De Natura Rerum, as was pointed out by Marcovich. Marcovich has in fact greatly illuminated the issues surrounding these texts by classi cation and organization. The passages are divided by him into "Class I" catalogues such as the one attributed to Phocas in the Liber Glossarum (VO 167 Lindsay), poetic catalogues (De Philomela, etc., "Class II"), those dependent on Aldhelm ("Class III") and a few catalogues similar to Polemius Silvius' ("Class IV").
2 ) The approximately fty MS catalogues cannot be edited here. Rather I would like to consider nine passages associated with Polemius Silvius' Laterculus, six of which have been published independently and four of which are in the Bibliotheek der Rijksuniversiteit, Leiden. Polemius lived in the fth century, apparently in southern France. The Laterculus, which we possess in a twelfth-century MS (Pol, below), is a calendar, with miscellaneous discussions including a catalogue of animal sounds, entitled Voces Varie Animancium. The work is dated by mention of the consuls of 448. There are two de ning characteristics of the Polemius catalogues. First, the animals appear in nominative singular with their sounds in third-person singular present indicative. Second, the order of animals is quadripeds rst, followed by birds, then the frog, then humans, then natural forces, and nally man-made objects. It is impossible to determine whether
